Plus Pack for Sage 200
consists of over 80 individual
Addons which enhance
Sage 200 functionality and
efficiency.
This pack has grown and
evolved over time as a result of
feedback from our customers
and offers incredible value for
money.

PLUS
PACK

for Sage 200

The Addons contained in
the Plus Pack are honed
to streamline existing
processes and offer additional
functionalities unavailable in
Sage 200 as standard.

& BENEFITS
FEATURES



SALES LEDGER HEAD
OFFICE

Allows users to post invoices to a head
office account while associating all of the
transaction history to a branch. This is very
beneficial when head office payments are
allocated in one account.

STOCK
 MULTIPLE
TRANSFER



Sage 200 only allows for one stock item to
be transferred at a time. The multiple stock
transfer addon saves a huge amount of time
by allowing multiple items to be transferred
at once. This is a must if you transfer stock
between warehouses or locations.

From the create new order/amend order
screens this Addon despatches and prints
the invoice for all allocated items on the
order. This allows for the invoice to be
produced immediately, ideal for improving
efficiency and customer experience.
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SAVE AND INVOICE

& BENEFITS
FEATURES

ORDER PROFIT
 SALES
WARNING



Allows users to set an expected margin and
displays a warning when an individual stock
item or product group order profit falls
below this margin when entering a sales
order.

Allows quantity break discounts to be
set up and applied across multiple stock
items within a product group, rather than
an individual stock item and applies the
appropriate discount.

 STOCK CODE ALIASING



Allows a single receipt to be allocated
to multiple sales ledger accounts rather
than calculating the allocation outside the
system and processing multiple receipts
through the sales ledger. This significantly
reduces the time required for payment
allocations.

Allows multiple stock codes to be used for
the same product anywhere within Sage
200, e.g. supplier codes, manufacturer
codes and barcodes. Validation ensures
that no stock code alias can refer to two
different stock codes. Customer specific
stock codes are also available.

Standard Sage 200 functionality is limited in
terms of splitting deliveries between bins;
this Addon makes it simple and works from
the goods received screen, saving time and
simplifying the process for warehouse staff.

CUSTOMER DETAILS

 WAREHOUSE SHORTFALL

 STOCK IMAGE UTILITY

Customer records can be automatically
created, updated and amended ensuring
nothing slips through the net.

Recommends stock items that need
reordered based on warehouse levels.
Can also take into account unallocated
sales orders.

Allows multiple image files to be linked to
an individual stock record. These images
can be various sizes which are renamed
and related automatically, allowing them
to be easily picked up by your website.



BACK TO BACK PURCHASE
ORDERS

Adds a button to the create/amend sales
order form to suggest creation of purchase
orders for the stock items on the sales order.
If stock replenishment is required when a
sale is made from stock this is a simple way
to start to generate the purchase orders.





SALES RECEIPT ALLOCATION
TO MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS

AGGREGATE DISCOUNTS

RECEIVE GOODS TO
MULTIPLE BINS

“

“We have been using Sage 200 for a number of years
and it is a great fit for our business, however we
would not have been so successful if it wasn’t for the
support of Eureka Solutions and the functionality of
their Plus Pack.
One of the key features for us is the ability to process
a sales order through to despatch and invoice
without leaving one screen. It saves a huge amount
of time for my team.”
Sales Manager, Wholesale Food Company
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